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Image categorization

Immagini di un oggetto
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Object idenfication/recognition
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3D object modeling and recognition
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Binary classification

� Input data:  x∈ X, X⊆ Rn

� Classes: y ∈Y, Y={-1, 1}

� Training set: Dl ≡{(xi, yi) ∈ X×Y}, i=1,…,l

Drawn from X×Y according to P(X,Y) fixed but unknown. 

TargetTarget:   f : X →Y

So that given a data x’ it is possible to determine to 
which class it belongs
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Why choosing local descriptors

� More compact: only distinctive 
info is used

� More robust to occlusion and 
clutter

� Segmentation is less crucial

� Easier to take into account 
image transformations and 
illumination changes

� Easier to embed multi-scale 
representation
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Local descriptions

� The process of representing one image with 
local descriptors consists of two parts:

� Interest points localization

� Interest points descriptions

� Localization: 

� selecting the most meaningful image patches

� Description: 

� Describe the image patches, modeling 
invariance to image transformations, 
illumination changes, etc
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Points of interest for images

� Given an image we can 
extract:

� Edge and corners [Har88]

� Ridge [Lind96]

� MSER [Schmid04]

� Points with radial 
simmetry [Loy03]

� DoG extrema [Lowe99]

� To every keypoint we 
can associate a 
description:

� Differential descriptors 
[Flor91,Ziss02]

� Direction or gray level 
histogram [Johns97]

� SIFT [Lowe04]
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SIFT – Scale Invariant Feature Transform 
(Lowe, 1999; Lowe, 2004)

� DoG interest points

� create a pyramid of difference of Gaussians

� scan the pyramid to find the maxima and the minima

� perform a cleaning procedure to reject some keypoints

� SIFT descriptors

� x and y position

� scale level 

� canonical direction

� an orientation histogram of the keypoint neighborhood
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Pyramid of Gaussians

� This process is 
repeated until we 
obtain a pyramid of 
DoGs.
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SIFT descriptors

� Each key descriptor described by a 128 
elements vector

� the vector contains the values of all 
orientation histogram entries
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Examples: SIFT
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Kernel methods

� Kernel methods became increasingly popular 
in recent years because of their good 
experimental performance in a variety of 
domains.

� The use of kernels can be interpreted as an 
implicit mapping of the input space into a 
possibly higher dimensional feature space 
(via the “kernel trick”)
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Kernel methods

� For any algorithm that can be formulated in 
terms of dot products, one can construct an 
alternative algorithm by replacing the dot 
product with another [Scholkopf, 2000]

� This is useful to build non linear versions of a 
linear algorithm

� In the 90s it has been applied to the Optimal 
Separating Hyperplane algorithm leading to 
Support Vector Machines

� In many application settings it is useful to 
find ad hoc kernel functions for the data at 
hand 

� Dot products can be thought of as 
similarity measures
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Kernel methods: an example
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Kernel trick
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Kernels properties

� A necessary and sufficient condition for a 
function K to be a kernel is given by the Mercer’s 
theorem (1909)

� Theorem: let K:X x X->R be a continuous symmetric 
function then there exists a mapping Φ
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Kernels properties

� It is not always easy to check if the Mercer’s 
condition is satisfied.

� Alternatively one could check for the function 
positive definiteness

A kernel K is positive definite if:
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Local descriptors 

for statistical learning

� Local interest points produce descriptions of 
images of variable size

� Kernel based methods are based on performing 
inner products between data in appropriate 
spaces

� They assume that all data live in the same space

� Two ways:

Local kernels: designing kernels that compare 
data of different size

Vocabulary of features: turn all representations 
to a fixed length representation 
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Kernels on sets

� Image descriptions based on local features can be 
seen as sets:

� Variable length

� No internal ordering

� A common approach to define a global similarity 
between feature sets
is to combine the local similarity between (possibly 
all) pairs of vector elements 
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Summation kernel [Haussler,1999]

� The simplest kernel for sets is the summation kernel

� Ks is a Mercer kernel if KL is a Mercer kernel

� Ks is not so useful in practice:

� Computationally heavy

� It mixes good and bad correspondences
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Matching kernel [Wallraven et al, 2003]

� Among the many other kernels for sets 
proposed the matching kernel received a lot of 
attention for image data
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Matching kernel [Wallraven et al, 2003]

� The matching kernel lead to promising results 
on object recognition problems

� Nevertheless it has been recently shown that it 
is not a Mercer kernel (because of the max 
op.) 
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Intermediate matching kernel
[Boughorbel et al,, 2004]

� Let us consider two feature sets

� The two feature sets are compared through an 
auxiliary set of virtual features 

� The intermediate matching kernel is defined as 
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Intermediate matching kernel
[Boughorbel et al,, 2004]
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Intermediate matching kernel:
how to choose the virtual features

� The intuition behind the virtual features is 
to find representatives of the feature points 
extracted in the training set

� Simply the training set features are grouped 
in N clusters

� The authors show that the choice of N is not 
crucial (the bigger the better, but careful to 
computational complexity)

� It is better to cluster features within each class  
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Bag of keypoints [Csurka et al, 2004]

� It borrows from text categorization the idea of 
representing variable length data w.r.t. a 
fixed length vocabulary 

� HOW TO BUILD A VOCABULARY OF FEATURES:

�Extract local features in all training images

�Build a vocabulary of features by clustering all 
features in homogeneous clusters

�Represent training images as feature histograms 
with respect to the vocabulary

�Train the appropriate classifiers for the problem
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Bag of keypoints [Csurka et al, 2004]
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Bag of keypoints [Csurka et al, 2004]

� At run time:

�Extract local features from the test image

�Check what features belong to the clusters

�Each test image is represented as a feature 
histogram 

�Classify the image
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Train of keypoints [Delponte et al, 2005]

� The weak bit of bags is clustering

� Combining bags of keypoints with a tracking 
procedure, when possible
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Trains of keypoints: the method

� Feature location: 

� DoGs

� Feature description: 

� SIFT + patches

� Feature tracking: 

� particle filtering (tracking over position, scale, 
orientation)

� Each train is represented with an average 
description of the train elements

Virtual feature
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Tracking keypoints over time

� The goal is then to 
estimate the law of the 
state given the set of 
past and present 
observations.

� In our case the state of 
a given SIFT keypoint is 
defined by 

xk = { pk; sk; dk; }
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Computing the virtual features

� After the tracking step 
we select a description 
for each train of 
keypoints

� These descriptions 
constitute the words (or 
virtual features) of the 
object vocabulary:
(v1, ... ,vn)
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Representing an image w.r.t. 

the vocabulary

� An image I={f1,…,fm} is represented by a vector

where di is the distance between a virtual feature 
vi and the closest feature fj of I:
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Connections between the two 

approaches

� There is a very strong connection between 
the intermediate matching kernel and the 
representation based on the degree of 
similarity w.r.t. the features’ vocabulary

� It can be shown that the latter is the explicit 
mapping of the former

� The kernel design is more elegant

� The vocabulary approach is more suitable to 
optimizations
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Designing an object classifier

� The object recognition system is a combination 
of N binary classifiers

� In our experiments the combination obtained by 
ranking the N results and choosing the class 
corresponding to the highest score

� Each classifier models an object vs non-object 
problem

� The class of non-objects contains images of 
different origin to model the clutter and 
variability of images
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Benchmark DB [Delponte, 2005]
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Designing an object classifier

� Given an object the 
training images are an 
image sequence:

� They are used to build 
the vocabulary

� Then they are 
represented w.r.t. The 
vocabulary

� A validation set contains 
images of the objects in 
different environments
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Benchmark DB [Delponte, 2005]

� The validation sets are built to model:

� Illumination variations

� Scale variation

� Occlusions

� Moderate clutter in the background

� Severe clutter in the background
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Experiments

Hit percentages of the 11 classifiers against the test sets
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Experiments

85.140.02.290.574.290.00.00.02.860.04.86Tom

0.4690.280.00.930.00.00.00.06.480.930.93Tele

17.580.041.481.927.420.00.00.015.930.015.66Pino

0.00.00.096.870.00.00.00.03.130.00.0Ted

18.300.00.00.3358.170.00.00.013.730.09.48Dino

0.371.490.01.490.091.040.00.00.370.05.22Bk2

0.00.00.00.00.00.0100.00.00.00.00.0Bk1

0.00.00.00.00.00.00.099.780.220.00.0Bisc

0.00.00.00.00.00.00.00.0100.00.00.0Dck

0.00.00.00.00.00.00.00.01.0198.650.34Box

3.580.232.553.480.00.00.00.013.690.071.46Bam

tomTelePinoTedDinoBk2Bk1BiscDuckBoxBam

Confusion matrix for the case of moderate clutter
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Experiments

40.696.551.7233.790.06.557.241.380.00.02.07Tom

4.6981.220.00.00.012.210.940.00.470.470.0Tele

29.4610.340.634.70.07.5213.4825.088.150.630.0Pino

29.4714.607.4336.140.54.71.730.253.960.01.24Ted

26.572.811.0811.452.383.4633.6916.850.650.01.08Dino

0.740.740.00.370.096.680.370.00.740.00.37Bk2

0.00.00.00.00.00.0100.00.00.00.00.0Bk1

0.00.00.00.00.00.00.0100.00.00.00.0Bisc

38.104.240.534.230.530.531.069.5240.740.00.53Dck

3.550.650.00.00.658.060.00.650.6585.810.0Box

39.118.90.011.940.011.012.1119.675.150.02.11Bam

tomTelePinoTedDinoBk2Bk1BiscDuckBoxBam

Confusion matrix for the case of severe clutter
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Experiments

� Very good results in the case of illumination 
and scale variations (thanks to SIFT)

� Very good tolerance to occlusions (thanks to 
the local descriptions)

� Good tolerance to moderate clutter

� Severe clutter on the background leads to a 
performance degradation

� This is partially due to the fact that neither 
segmentation nor geometric info is used
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Looking for the book
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Looking for the biscuits jar
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Looking for the duck
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Final remarks

� Advantages of local descriptions:

� Compactness

� Easier to take into account image 
transformations and illumination changes

� Easier to embed multi-scale representation

� Tolerance to occlusion and clutter

� Segmentation is less crucial (but it can be 
useful if the observed scene becomes more 
complex)

� When the scene is complex if we observe and 
compare only tiny details we may reach many 
wrong conclusions
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Future work

� Restore some global information about the 
object of interest, for instance forcing mutual 
positions of local features or global properties 
(e.g., mutual scale informarion)

� Add a search procedure to discard 
background

� Test the system on a wider set of objects

...grazie!

http://slipguru.disi.unige.it



Qualche dettaglio su SVM
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Classificazione a due classi

� Oggetti:  x∈ X, X⊆ Rn

� Classi: y ∈Y, Y={-1, 1}

� Dati: Dl ≡{(xi, yi) ∈ X×Y}, i=1,…,l

Estratti da X×Y secondo  P(X,Y) ignota. 

ObiettivoObiettivo:   f0 : X →Y

che consenta la separazione delle due classi
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Classificazione a due classi
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Classificazione a due classi
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Classificazione a due classi
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Classificazione a due classi
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Support Vector Machines (SVM)
(Vapnik, 1995)

Dato un insieme di punti
i.i.d. estratti da una distribuzione di
probabilita’ fissata ma ignota, il problema
consiste nel trovare una funzione f che
minimizzi il funzionale
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Support Vector Machines
(Vapnik, 1995)

La soluzione (il miglior compromesso tra
l’errore empirico e il termine di
regolarizzazione) e’ del tipo
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Caratterizzazione dei kernel

� Una funzione K, per essere un kernel, deve 
essere:

� Simmetrica

� Definita positiva

More details on local 

features in scale-space
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Multiscale representations 

� It is important to look at things in the right scale

� Problems:

� Perspective changes

� Noise

� Real world is 3D

� A formal theory was needed

I
0

I
2

I
1
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Scale-space

� Scale-space is a structure that allows us to study the 
multi-scale nature of images 
[Witkin83, Lindeberg94, Koenderink92]

� A signal is represented as a parametric family of 
segnals where fine structures are suppressed:

� Lower level resolution structures are simplified versions 
of high resolution structures. 
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Scale-space
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An example: 1D signal

� A family of 1D signals 
obtained by convolving the 
original signal, I0 , with a 
Gaussian filter of variance 
t

I0

I1

IN

);()(),( 0 txGxItxI ∗=
t grows
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An example: 2D signal (image)
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Scale-space axioms

� Homogeinity:

� Filtering needs to be invariant to space position

� Causality:

� Nothing creates from higher resolution levels to 
lower resolution ones;

� This is because derivation commutes with 
convolution ftgftg nn xx

∂∗⋅=∗⋅∂ ),()),((
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What happens to image features?
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How to use scale-space

� There exists methods to automatically select the 
optimal scale

� An alternative is to keep all information on the 
multiscale description

� Filtering degrades localization precision...
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SIFT – Scale Invariant Feature Transform 
(Lowe, 1999; Lowe, 2004)

� DoG interest points

� create a pyramid of difference of Gaussians

� scan the pyramid to find the maxima and the minima

� perform a cleaning procedure to reject some keypoints

� SIFT descriptors

� x and y position

� scale level 

� canonical direction

� an orientation histogram of the keypoint neighborhood
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Pyramid of Gaussians

� This process is 
repeated until we 
obtain a pyramid of 
DoGs.
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SIFT descriptors

� Each key descriptor described by a 128 
elements vector

� the vector contains the values of all 
orientation histogram entries
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Examples: SIFT


